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Marseille, June 20, 2018 
 
 
Welcome to the 480 attendees of the 2018 JOBIM edition! 
 
 
Eleven years after the first JOBIM edition organized in Marseille, here we are again. 
Since then, the bioinformatics field and its community have notably grown up as 
reflected by the numbers of attendees and submissions: we have received 263 abstracts 
for communications that will be presented as 46 talks and 217 posters.  
 
This year, the conference is divided in five main sessions, that will be all opened by a 
keynote talk by Ludovic Orlando, Pierre-Antoine Gourraud, Eleftheria Zeggini, 
Edda Klipp, Emmanuel Levy and Elizabeth Purdom, respectively. We tremendously 
thank them to have accepted to participate and to contribute to the success of this 
Marseilles edition. 
 
In addition to the simplified submission format, the novelties this year lie in the 
diversity of the poster tracks to highlight and cover the work of the whole community 
(Research, Service and Platform activity, Thematic networks, Working groups and 
Associations) and in the return of the flash poster presentations. 
 
We sincerely thank all the members of the Program Committee who helped us to set 
up such a great program and reviewed all submissions in time. This task would have 
been impossible without you! 
 
We are indebted to the organizing institutions and all our partners and sponsors for 
their financial supports.  
 
For their daily efforts for the past 18 months, we thank the local Inserm administration, 
and Christa Roqueblave Conseil and Myriam Ramadour for their unfailing 
professionalism and assistance...Finally, many thanks to the local organizing 
committee. 
 
 
Enjoy JOBIM 2018! 
 
 
Christine Brun & Benoit Ballester  



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sponsors posters 
 

 
Facilitating bioinformatics analyses by combining 
artificial and collective intelligence 
 
Recent breakthroughs in biological technics have 
generated massive amounts of complex data in biology 
and health. Handling, processing and storing information 

have become new challenges for biologists. Addressing the challenge of identifying the best resources 
to handle biological big data, we created a decision-making web platform for bioinformatics resources. 
To do so, we followed a three-fold approach: 
First of all, we built a database for bioinformatics resources fed by manual curation. Its specificity 
lies in a categorization of resources by application and analysis step. Each tool possesses its own page 
featuring technical and scientific information as well as community feedback. 
Then, we added a layer based on artificial intelligence to automatically display optimal pipelines of 
tools for any biological question asked via the integrated search engine. They are generated using a 
combination of machine learning, manual curation and community feedback. The sequence can evolve 
in real-time if suggested tools are switched or optional analysis steps added. We also implemented 
various filters to match the user IT skills level or favorite operating system for example. 
Ultimately, we developed a feature to easily run analysis on a secured cloud from the generated 
pipelines. When uploaded, files are analyzed beforehand to ensure compatibility, then required 
software are installed on containers before being used for the analysis. 
By bridging artificial and collective intelligence, we offer a solution to facilitate bioinformatics 
analyses in a rapidly evolving field. 

https://omictools.com/  
 

 
GenoScreen is a French biotech company that 
specializes in genomics and bioinformatics. 
 
Since 2001, we have offered innovative services 

and solutions (Based on the characterization and exploitation of DNA/RNA) to research groups from 
the private and public sectors. 
GenoScreen works on all kinds of genomes (Human, animal, plant and microbial genomes) and delivers 
solutions for human healthcare, the agrifood industry, the environmental sector, and the cosmetics 
industry. 
Our R&D and Innovation department’s highly qualified staff are committed in the development of 
dedicated molecular and analytical solutions in the field of microbial genomics. GenoScreen constantly 
interacts with top-level academic research teams, in order to maintain its cutting-edge expertise and 
offer high-quality services and products to its customers. 

https://www.genoscreen.fr/  



TOGGLe (Toolbox for Generic NGS
Analyses) A framework to quickly build
pipelines and to perform large-scale HTS

analysis.

Julie Orjuela ⇤ 1,2,3,4, Sébastien Ravel ⇤

1,5, Alexis Dereeper ⇤

1,2, Ndomassi Tando ⇤

1,3, François Sabot ⇤

1,3, Christine Tranchant-Dubreuil ⇤

1,3

1 South Green Bioinformatics Platform (SG) – Bioversity, CIRAD : UMRAGAP / BGPI / LSTM,
Institut de recherche pour le développement [IRD] : UMRDIADE/ IPME – Montpellier, France

2 UMR - Interactions Plantes Microorganismes Environnement (UMR IPME) – Centre de Coopération
Internationale en Recherche Agronomique pour le Développement, Université de Montpellier, Institut
de Recherche pour le Développement : UMR186 – IRD France-Sud 911, avenue Agropolis BP 64501

34394 Montpellier cedex 5, France
3 UMR DIADE IRD/UM (DIADE) – Université de Montpellier, Institut de Recherche pour le

Développement – Centre IRD de Montpellier 911 av Agropolis BP 604501 34394 Montpellier cedex 5,
France

4 Biologie des Organismes et Ecosystèmes Aquatiques (BOREA) – Institut de Recherche pour le
Développement – 7, rue Cuvier, CP 32, 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

5 Biologie et Génétique des Interactions Plante-Parasite (BGPI) – Centre de Coopération Internationale
en Recherche Agronomique pour le Développement : UMR54, Institut National de la Recherche

Agronomique : UMR0385, Centre international d´tudes supérieures en sciences agronomiques, Institut
national d’études supérieures agronomiques de Montpellier, Centre international d´tudes supérieures en

sciences agronomiques, Centre international d´tudes supérieures en sciences agronomiques, Centre
international d’études supérieures en sciences agronomiques – CIRADUMR-BGPI TA A-54/K -

Campus International de Baillarguet - 34398 Montpellier Cedex 5, France

High throughput sequencing (HTS) data analyses are done every day for biologist and bioin-
formatics in order to give biological sense of their data. These analyses must to be reproducible,
robust and e�cient. A generic tool TOGGLe (Toolbox for Generic NGS Analyses) was devel-

⇤Speaker
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oped to allow running simple and complex pipelines without require any programming skills.
This workflow manager is friendly to users and transparent for developers. User only need basic
Linux commands and to specify freely their favorite software parameters through a simple text
file given.
TOGGLe manages, controls, verifies and concatenates every step in your favorite workflow. This
workflow manager checks structure and compatibility of steps given in the software parameters
file, it builds a workflow and launches it. TOGGLe reports parameters, commands executed,
software versions as well as errors if they occur. These informations are kept in logs and reports
files. Results are organized in a structured tree of directories. TOGGLe allows compressing or
removing intermediate data and it uses scheduler machinery.

TOGGLe integrates a large panel of tools for HTS analyses (demultiplexing, cleaning, trim-
ming, calling, assembly, structural variation detection, transcriptomic ...) and post-analysis
(haplotype detection, population structure ...). This workflow manager is highly flexible on the
data type, working on sequencing raw data (Illumina, 454 or Pacific Biosciences), as well as
on various other formats (e.g. SAM, BAM, VCF). This HTS workflow manager allows running
parallel analysis or global, where several samples will be analysed together.

TOGGLe was used on numerous sequencing projects with high number of samples, or/and
high depth sequencing. It was shown to be highly adaptable to various biological questions as
well as to a large array of computing architecture and data. In this poster, we are going to show
how users can enjoy of TOGGLe in their data analysis.

Project home page: http://toggle.southgreen.fr

Code repository: https://github.com/SouthGreenPlatform/TOGGLE

Programming Language: Perl 5.16 of higher (5.24 Recommended)

License: GNU GPLv3/CeCill-C
Paper: Tranchant-Dubreuil, C., Ravel, S., Monat, C., Sarah, G., Diallo, A., Helou, L., ... Sabot,
F. (2018). TOGGLe, a flexible framework for easily building complex workflows and performing
robust large-scale NGS analyses. BioRxiv. https://doi.org/10.1101/245480

Keywords: NGS, HTS, pipeline, workflow, reproductive, friendly use.
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